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Voice and Tone Design

Characteristics How it applies to us Do Don’t

Personable Our planner app should feel like
a personal assistant is giving our
user a breakdown of THEIR day
every time they open the app.
Ex: What material to consume
that day to meet your learning
goal, how much of it, projects
due, time block
recommendations,etc

Personalize the
language whenever
possible.

Use cold,
unengaging
language.

Composed This planner app is meant for the
non-traditional student that is
taking self-paced courses,
certifications, “YouTube
University,” etc while working full
time and/or juggling a busy life
in general.

Focus on language that
is grounding, while also
being actionable.

Don’t be frantic or
over the top.

Witty and
Concise

Our typical user is busy and
intelligent. Their planner app
needs to help them stay
organized while also being clever
about holding them accountable.

Use clever and
amusing copy to
engage the user.

Use offensive or
confusing language.

Encouraging We want to encourage our users
to “use” and follow their planner
to get things done.

Use words that
encourage
engagement and
celebrate wins.

Avoid wording that
may sound like it’s
guilt tripping the
user for not
checking off a task
or logging on in a
long time.
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Demonstrate the voice and tone using examples
Do Don’t

Creating an account:

“Hey Jennifer, we’re here to help you get out of
your head and into an organized place. Ready?”

Use playful language when asking users to
commit to an action.

“Thanks for downloading our app. Enjoy!”

First impressions matter. Avoid standard,
un-engaging messaging - especially when
they’re just getting started.

Login doesn’t work:

“Looks like your email and/or password doesn’t
match. Would you like to reset your password now
or get a one-time login code texted to you?”

Be proactive and offer a solution-based message
and action.

“You must have forgotten your password!
Try again! You’re a boss and bosses
remember everything, don’t forget that!”

Avoid any messages that belittle our users.

Incomplete tasks are rolling over:

“Start by starting. Even if you start just 1 task
today, that will get the ball rolling.”

Use encouraging messaging.

“Do you want to be the mastermind of your
life or not? Get started on your to-do list if
you want to win at life.”

Avoid negative, rhetorical questions that
seem to offer our users an ultimatum.

Logging back in after a month:

“Prioritizing R&R is how a real boss gets it done,
Jennifer. Now that you’re back, let’s review your
current tasks and anything upcoming.

Use messages that are understanding and
welcoming.

“If you want to make progress, you have to
constantly check-in. Let’s review what you
missed.”

Avoid language that may come off passive
aggressive or unintentionally demeaning.


